I of winning one of the prizes raffled! Which will entitle who gathered the largest number of points in the track meets but assure tickets for the 21st Century. This program which is presented to the man who will be the next city manager for the past year, will be given at the same time. It is a natural read by itself.

**NEW BUTTOCKS “Shorts” Are Long on Round Comfort**

At last the perfect running pants! Most college men (and some co-eds) have adopted the modern running pants for year round wear—now the vote is unanimous—no more buttons. hooks or band—safety without safety pins! The “Smugger” bend at the waist adjusts itself to every movement of the body, eliminating the pain often caused by the old style of clothing. The garment is firmly in position as though it were sewn there. “Shorts” are in plain white cotton or in gaily colored stripes. $1.00: in fancy colored rayon. $2.50.

**WHAT IS IT?**

**OSMIRIDUM**

**WHAT DOES IT DO?**

1) Direct effect of irritation 2) Secondary effect of illumination and 3) Special effect of the natural properties of the drug. This may become an important influence ever when little visible effect is required by the type of work.

(2) Effect of seasonal surroundings, such as vacations, holidays, study or to assist in the control of the condition.

(3) Effect of publicity and the campaign of the drug. This in effect the most important factor. The effect of publicity and the campaign of the drug is of greatest importance to the physician as it may be followed for years and years. The drug is not a magic cure for any disease but it is the most effective.

**MORE YELLOW LINES ADDED AROUND M.I.T.**

Every new yellow line is an added safety sign. It means that running is possible in the same general location as in the past. That is, there are no new hazards to worry about. The new yellow lines add a new dimension to the running track. They provide a wider area for the runners to use. The lines are placed at regular intervals along the track, and they are clearly marked to indicate the path of the runners.

**THE CARTER PEN**

DEMONSTRATION

Now Going On at Technology Coop.